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This presentation briefly outlines
Hvor gått forberett er norske
museer og gallerier på en skade?

Many of the actions museum take
have broad relevance to other
situations
Many aspects of a well prepared disaster plan
for a museum can be transfered to other
organizations and situations
- Private collectors are no exception.

In principle conservation is about:
Keeping things
just as they are how we want them to be
for ever a long time

cautious
The management of change

How disaster planning and emergency response
is addressed in museums and art galleries.
• How risk to collections are categorized.
&
• How museums make plans to deal with
disasters.

Key themes
• What conservation is and what a conservator
does.
• Typical threats to museum collections.
• Risk management in museums.
– Assessment
– Mitigation and control

• The museum approach to disaster
preparedness and emergency response

What Conservators do....
• Technical examination of
cultural objects,
• Remedial conservation
• Preventive conservation
• Restoration
• Sometimes reconstruction
and replication
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The Professional Conservator/Restorers
are qualified to:

Can involve many different activities:
• Repair of broken objects
• Reducing possible accidental damage by controlling
access to and handling of objects,

• Determine the physical care
of cultural heritage objects
• Carry out interventive work
on culturally valuable objects

• Reducing the chance of loss or damage by:

?

Attempt to avoid this type
of situation where damage
however well meaning is
being done

Investigate

Investgation

Presentation

Conservation can be divided into:
• Remedial conservation and restoration
– Repairing things that are falling apart.
– Removing unwanted material (dirt and soot)
– In some cases replacing missing parts/ filling in
missing areas to improve stability/ legibility

Study

Preservation

• Specifying suitable security,
• Providing appropriate physical support and
• Packing objects to protect from damage

We attempt to isolate important objects from
external factors such as poor environment, pollution,
insects, animals and for that matter people.

The Conservation Process can be
represented by a series of steps:
Document

Professional Conservation

Interpretation
Revelation

• Preventive conservation
and
Keep records

– Stopping things from falling apart
– Slowing down the processes of decay

Preserve

• Involves controlling the environment around an object
Reveal

Preventive Conservation
All actions to preserve an object short of
specific physical intervention.

Disaster planning in Museums
“Prevention is better than cure”

• Controlling the environment around the object.
• Managing the risks to objects and collections.
Achieved by attempting to avoid disasters and reduce
their impact (scale of damage) when they do occur
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Elements of disaster
preparedness

Definitions that I am sure you
are all aware of…
Emergency:
“An unanticipated event or series of events that
require immediate action”
Disaster:
“An event that results in significant loss, damage,
or destruction”

Before

During

Prevention

• Assessing Risks
• Reduce Risks

Preparation

•
•
•
•

Prioritise collections
Arrange response teams
Set up support networks
Train responders

Response

• Disaster response plan

• Disaster recovery plan

An emergency can become a disaster if immediate
action is not taken to protect staff, visitors, and the
collection

After
TIMING

Recovery
ELEMENTS

• Review and update plan
• Periodic training

STEPS

The vulnerability of a collection
How much loss or damage the collection will occur
in a given situation:

Assessing hazard and vulnerability
The first step in disaster planning is identifying the
geographic, climatic and other risks that could
jeopardize the building and collections.

Risk is about:

This includes
•Considering the types of material within the
collection.
•How easily can they be damaged.
•How much of the collection is susceptible to a
certain threat.
•How the collections are stored or displayed.

Risk

Bad things happening
in a future
which is uncertain.
based on

Decision-making
with feeling good as a criterion
and net benefit compared to investment cost.

risks to business is not
identical
to
risks to museum collections
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Risk Assessment in
museums is:
a guess about what could go wrong
a means of looking for holes and
barriers in buildings, hardware,
policies and procedures

Risk is the combined effect of probability of
a damage and the amount of damage.
Risk reduction =
1. Reduce the likelihood
of an event occuring
2. Reduce the severity of
the event by putting
protection in place.

Each risk event is identified and its
circumstance analyzed – involving
analysis of:
• likely occurrence
• scope of impact

The types of risk that conservators
are trying to prevent
A systematic approach to the
conservation of museum collections
Stefan Michalski 1992

• consequence • likely impact
• likely outcome
Theft of the Mona Lisa

Ten agents:

Direct Physical force

1. physical forces
2. fire
3. thieves, displacers, vandals
4. water
5. pests
6. contaminants
7. ultraviolet and visible light
8. incorrect temperature
9. incorrect relative humidity
10. procedural neglect

The Portland Vase – smashed by a ”mad museum visitor” in 1845,
repaired by John Doubleday shortly after and restored by Nigel Williams in
1988

British Museum 1989
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Displacers and vandals

Includes structural
failure:

Theft: from
Munch museum
2004

During
restoration
Basilica of St. Francis of Assisi, Assisi,
Italy (during earthquake of Sept. 27,
1997).
Vandalism: Acid attack

Theft: from Nasjonalgalleriet

on the Munich Durer
1988

1994

Trondheim i brann

Fire

Trondheim har hatt en rekke
bybranner de siste årene, med
storbrannen i Trondheim 7.
desember 2002 som den største.
Nå skal husene bygges opp igjen – i
tre. - Hvorfor ønsker man å gamble
med folks sikkerhet? spør Bjørn
Mørck, styreformann i
byggutengrenser.no
- Det eksisterer ingen lover mot å
bygge hus i tre så lenge
myndighetenes minimumskrav til
sikkerhet blir fulgt, sier Einar
Nyberg, seniorrådgiver ved
Trondheim Brannvesen.
Reguleringsplanene legger
premissene for hvordan bebyggelse
i et område skal være. Det er
mange hensyn som tas og det
legges stor vekt på tradisjoner og
bevarelsen av verneverdige bygg.

NIKU 2002

1765 Altar painting
damaged by fire
Eidsvoll kirke –
August 2000

Causes of museum fires (%)
electrical

30

suspicious

25

equipment

12

smoking

10

hot work

10

cooking

10

lightning
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Water

Riksantikvarieämbetet

Water damage to
a paper object
caused by flood

Water damage
caused by
inappropriate
cleaning
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Water damage:

Flooding basements

Floods damage in Dresden and
Prague guessed to cost billions
of Euro
Catastrophe of Biblical proportions
damage cultural heritage

Water damage due to fire fighting can result in a large
amount of damage to objects.
Difficult to find an appropriate balance between fire
suppression and fighting and the water damage it causes

Mist spray fire suppression vs.
Sprinkler/deluge

Museum Pests

Water Mist vs. Sprinklers/Deluge
• Fine/Controlled Spray
• Short Spray Duration
• Little Water
• Engineered

• Coarse/Crude Spray
• Long Spray duration
• Excessive Water
• Little Sophistication

Foxing on
paper
Insect attack to wood and
textile
Riksantikvarieämbetet

Radiation

Contaminants
Salt
damage to
Ceramic

Wooden table damaged by light
exposure

Removing
dust from the
viking ships

Watercolour on violet
paper which has faded

Riijksmuseum 1994
National Committee to Save America’s Cultural Collections 1992
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Incorrect temperature

Incorrect Relative Humidity
Wood swells
and shrinks
depending
on moisture

Plasterwork above radiator at Heaton Hall,
Manchester

Rising heat combined with
modern paint surfaces has
caused the plaster to fail.

Samuel Green Organ
circa 1790 and
commode from same
period with damage
caused by insufficient
RH control

Procedural Neglect

Heaton Hall, Manchester 2001

Reducing Risk in Museums
If a risk has been identified – then an
assessment should be made to identify
cost effective methods for its reduction.
What risks remain can then be planned
for in terms of response.

high

high
precaution

Avoidance

rate of loss of value
rate of damage

rate of loss of value
rate of damage

precaution

planned protection

acceptable
risk

acceptable
damage

low

WORK TO REDUCE
planned protection

BE HAPPY
acceptable
risk

Probability of event

1

acceptable

DON’T WORRYdamage

low

0

PANIC
Avoidance

0

Probability of event

1
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Five logical steps to responding
to risk:

•
•
•
•
•

Avoidance
Excessive light exposure
is avoided by proximity
sensors that trigger the
showcase lights in the
costume gallery
Nordiskmuseum,
Stockholm 2003

Avoid
Block
Detect
Respond
Recover

Blocking

Detection
Water
detector

Display cases in the
Sainsbury Centre, UEA,
Norwich UK, 2002

Devices for indicating if a box
has been dropped

Devices for measuring dust and
particulate matter, UCL London 2002

Recovery

Response
Portable
bunding
Preventing
the spread
of liquids

Retrofitting fire partitions
Construction of a shelter over rock
carvings at Aspeberget, Tanum.
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Collapse of the Cologne
Library archives.

Man-made disasters must also be
considered:
such as power failure, accidental discharge of sprinker system, fuel or water supply
failure, chemical spills, arson, bomb threats and other such problems.

Some of Germany's most valuable
documentary treasures may have
been destroyed, wiped out in the
three minutes it took for a sixstorey building to become a pile of
smouldering brickwork on
Wednesday afternoon.

An increasing risk: Climate Change
Climate change over the next 100 years will exhibit
a range of direct and indirect effects on the natural
and material environment, including historic
buildings.

A museum Emergency response
plan should be:
Simple, clear and concise
Divided into easily referenced sections
• Contain separate documents for different
levels of emergency events.
• A standard format
• Contain blank forms that can be copied easily
for documentation

The Preparation phase
Being ready to cope in case of an emergency

• Having a written plan for response and
recovery
• Keep the plan up-to-date
• Having enough supplies and equipment
• Having a trained team ready to respond
• Up-to-date set of documentation
• Making the plan available to those who need
to know (Emergency services)
• Being able to contact and assemble the right
people quickly

Some key principles in planning:
• Plan for the worst.
• Consider a wide range of possible
circumstances.
• Assume little or no outside help.
• Plan for the aftermath.
• Identifies who in the organisation should do
what.
• Do not ignore the need for financial planning.
• Include a list of stockpile contents and
locations.
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Emergency plan should include
procedures on
• How to react in case of an emergency – short
instructions
• Distinction between different major and minor
emergencies
• Evacuation procedures
• Identified priorities
• Identification of a safe evacuation location

Emergency Responders
Groups that have clear roles and leadership
structure
In major museums -there is often a:
•
•
•
•
•

Command structure
Safety and security team
Collection recovery team
Building and maintenance team
Administration and records team

Evacuation Logistics
•
•
•
•
•

How to make rooms and collections safe
Stabilisation of the environment
Prioritisation of the evacuation of objects
Which materials and equipment is needed
How transport will be organized and the
preparation of the salvage areas
• Which external help resources will be
needed
• Who does what

The Response phase
Emergency response is a series of appropriate
actions and precautions in the event of an
emergency or disaster.
• It covers actions that need to be immediate
and swift, for maximum effect.
• It provides standard emergency procedures.
• It normally includes the days after a major
disaster, while the recovery is being organised

Initial Assessment
Response team goes in:
• Assessment of the site and damage
building (safe and danger zones).
• Condition of collection.
• Number of objects that need to be
moved.
• Health and safety risks.
• Evacuation routes and location.
• Immediate protective measures to
prevent further damage.

Prioritizing objects
A number of measures can be used:
• Historical, cultural or religious
significance
• Economic value
• Vulnerability of certain objects to specific hazards
• The rarity or replacement possibility
• The mandate of the institution such as its collecting
policy
• Loan status
• Condition or damage to the object – prioritizing
objects that are not yet damaged
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Some additional questions:
• Which item will be least affected by water?
• Which items are susceptible to bacterial or
mould growth?
• Which items are heavy or fixed to the wall or
floor?
• Which are extremely fragile?
• What protection will cupboards or cases
provide?
• How much protection will closed doors provide
and for how long?

The Recovery phase
Restoration of the disaster site and damaged
materials to a stable and usable condition.

Environmental control
Is often the first step:
• Reduces damage to remaining
items
• Assists in drying out building
• Prevents the growth of mold

And then there is the
administrative questions
• Should objects on loan from other institutions be
given priority?
• Is there written permission from lenders to handle
their objects in the event of an emergency?
• Have priority items additional insurance?
• Who has the copies of the priority list?
• What are the security considerations for this list?
• When and how often should it be updated?
• How and who will is responsible for the list?

Recovery involves:
• Setting priorities for restoration work - requires advice
of a conservator as to the best methods and options.
• A programme of conservation where large quantities
of objects are being treated.
• Disposal of items beyond economic repair or not
justifying special conservation treatment.
• Involvement of insurers.
• Cleaning , rehabilitation and repair of disaster site.
• Reinstallation of rescued and conserved items.
• Debrief for improved future planning.

Recovery Planning
Written after the event:
• About rescuing/conserving as much of the
value of collections as possible.
• Repairing building.
• Getting back to normal operation as quickly as
possible.
• Includes cost estimates for work required
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Summary - Benefits of planning:
Given the inevitability of natural disasters, water
leaks, fire or theft – a little prevention goes a
long way in saving valuable heritage, and can be
justified as cost effective in terms of:

A large part is common sense combined with:
a long list of things to do when disaster strikes,
a list of responsible people and contact details.

• Preventing loss of irreplaceable heritage
• Reducing the money spent on repairs
• Minimizing recovery time and its associated
cost

The Getty Conservation Institute:
if you only carry out the simplest and cheapest
solutions: “it is like moving paintings away from
leaky pipes because you spotted vulnerability,
but never fixing the pipes. Eventually the
paintings will find their way back to the same
dangerous situation, and nothing has been
achieved”.

A surprising number of museums
do not have an emergency plan
“The reasons for preparedness are self-evident, but
resistance to emergency plans in museums – including
drills, practice sessions, and staff training – has
remained. It is a familiar combination of avoidance and
denial. Nevertheless, emergency planning is a matter of
common sense and responsibility”
John Walsh,
Director of the John Paul Getty Institute
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